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Forage/’fôrij/

Who is OASIS
Forage Products: 

Who should Forage:

(verb) Prepare. Make

ready. What is Forage 
(Designing):

Everyone who appreciates nature
and wants a little slice inside for
themselves. Foraging is great 
way to show off your garden and
design skills and get a little “me
time “in nature. Foraging is a
great activity to do with others —
it’s the perfect date night or 
family activity!

 

Foraging is identifying plants, 
flowers and branches in your 
garden, yard, fields and wooded 
areas — cutting them and 
transforming them into awesome 
designs for your home or others.

We help you bring your outdoors
in through innovative products,
education and community.
Combining art and science, we
teach you how to create foraged
designs made from plant material
foraged by you.



Index

New to Foraging?
Let us be your Sherpa...
We’re here to guide you every step of the way. Stick with
us, and you’ll learn everything you need to know about
foraging plant material and making AMAZING designs
foraged by YOU!

Prep Ready to get started? Let’s go on this JOURNEY 
together. Look for the SEEK, PREP, and CREATE icons 
on OASIS Forage Products to get your foraging supplies.

Tools ..............................Pgs 2-3

Create Kit & Foam .............Pgs 8-9

Bags ..............................Pgs 4-5
Foraging Canvas Bags

Flower Care .....................Pgs 6-7

Containers ......................Pgs 12-13

Tapes & Wires ..................Pgs 10-11

Hurry-Hydrate
Flower Fuel
Finishing Spritz

Forage 4" Planter
Forage Geo Pot
Forage stone Planter

Forage Branch Cutter
Forage Stem Cutter
Forage Stem Shears

Create Kit 
Forage Foam
Forage Foam STRONG

Forage Stem Wrap 
Forage Anchoring Tape
Forage Spacing Tape
Forage Mossing Pins
Forage Bind Wire 
Forage Stem Support Wire
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Tools

Go out and Forage! 
Don’t forget your tools, the
forage tools have brightly
colored handles, so if you 
drop them, you can find them
easily Pro tip: they fit perfectly
into the forage bag pockets!

Seek It.
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Forage Stem Cutter 
32-22830

Forage Stem Shears
32-22832

Forage Branch Cutter 
32-22831

You can quickly snip through your foraged stems with Stem
Shears! The familiar scissor shaped tool makes cutting fresh
floral stems quick and easy for the whole family. This great
designing tool is sure to have a home on your craft table. 

Designed to be tough. Stainless steel construction built to take
on larger, woody branches and stems, the Branch Cutter can
handle stems up to 1” thick. Easy-to-locate color pops against
grass. Rounded tip won’t puncture pockets when stowed away. 

This ‘one for all’ stem cutter will become your Foraging go-to!
Featuring bright, easy to find color with ‘just right’ sizing that fits
most hands. Weatherproof stainless steel blades and a strong
spring will last for years of foraging fun! Ideal for cutting flowers
and greenery stems on the go, because you never know when
you’ll find that perfect bloom!

■ Familiar shape, everyone knows how to use it right away 
■ Easy to find color, dropped shears pops against grass
■ Serrated blade cuts through foraged stems quick and easy
■ Ergonomic Handles care for your comfort while you create
■ Heavy duty steel blade, mounted on a sturdy plastic handle

■ Sized just right to fit any hand and slip into any pocket
■ Spring-loaded to make cuts easy and quick with little effort
■ Bright, easy to see color
■ Soft grip handle, tough stainless steel blades designed to last
■ Serrated blade helps to grips stems as you cut

■ Stainless steel with soft ergonomic grips
■ Spring-loaded design cuts easily through stems up to 1” thick 
■ All-purpose tool cuts easily through thin and thick stems 
■ Easy to reach slide-locking mechanism for safe and secure storage
■ Tucks easily into pockets, foraging bags 
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Foraging Bags 

41-31240

41-31240 - Floral
41-31241 - Botanical

41-31241

Canvas, 14" W x 12" H x 10" D
Make foraging your fresh flowers easy and hands-free 
with a messenger style foraging bag. Crescent-shaped 
and slouchy, this tough canvas hobo style bag has fashion 
and function in fresh floral prints. Stash your shears and 
cutters in the outer pockets. 
■ Worn over-the-shoulder, the cross-body design keeps your 
hands free to forage 
■ Flexible compartment size for gathering just a few flowers 
or several bunches worth
■ Tough canvas material softened with a fun floral print
■ Outer pockets are sized just right for your shears, keys or 
your phone 
■ Great for everyday use too, you never know when you might 
stumble upon a foraging opportunity!

Bags 
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Forage bags are designed for
collecting all of the foraged
material along with the
necessary tools you may
need along your journey to
gather the perfect material
for your arrangements.

Seek It.
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Freshly foraged blooms
are hungry, make sure to
take care of your stems
with our suite of nutrients
designed to make your
bounty last!

Flower
Care Prep It.
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Hurry-Hydrate
80-32028

Finishing Spritz
83-32029

Flower Fuel 
82-82042

8 OZ, 12/CS
It’s practically magic! Watch tired, 
stressed, thirsty blooms rehydrate with 
Hurry-Hydrate, a pre-mixed, ready to use, 
solution designed to increase uptake of 
water, promote longer vase life and get 
your found flowers looking fresher, faster. 

8 OZ, 12/CS
Now that you’ve found, prepped and created your bouquet, the 
last step to lock in the freshness is with a quick spritz of Nutrient 
Finishing Spray all over. Ready to use spray works just like a facial 
spray, hydrating from the outside in. 

8 OZ, 12/CS
Now that you’ve harvested your blooms, 
now how do you make them last? 
Just like you, flowers need food too! The 
Forage Food has the exact right nutrient 
mix to make those found flowers last for 
days and days. 

■ Drooping stems and bent necks? Nip it 
in the bud!
■ Ready to use formula quickly plumps up 
your foraged flowers
■ Simply cut then dip flower stems into 
Hurry-Hydrate for a few seconds
■ Works well for all types of flowers 
and greenery

■  Ready to use professional grade nutrient spray, makes all the
difference ■  Quick and easy way to add more vase life to a foraged
bouquet
■ Super simple to use, just lightly mist your bouquet and go
■ Your secret weapon for perky foraged flowers and greenery

■ Clear, concentrated, formula blends instantly 
with all water qualities 
■ Extends the life of your foraged flowers 
and enhances their vibrant natural colors
■ Same, tried-and-true formula that 
professional florists use 
■ Mix 1 teaspoon of flower fuel for every 
2 cups of water to be added to a vase
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Foam
Forage Foam bricks
fit perfectly in the 4"
containers when cut
into 1/3" of the size!

Create It.

Forage
Create Kit 
75-18520
Being outside has a calming impact on our nervous systems and can
help to reduce stress and anxiety. We are surrounded by an abundance
of fantastic forage plant material, so why not snip a few stems to bring
in to enjoy. The Forage Create Kit has all you need to make a forage
design suitable for your table or a museum. Each kit contains:

■ 4" Natural colored pot made from agricultural harvest byproducts 
including bamboo skin.
■ Teal colored Bind Wire, to add a pop of color to your design!
■ OASIS® Forage Foam, 3 bricks (4x3x3) so you can create 3 different 
masterpieces.
■ Mossing Pins (approximately 25 pins per kit)
■ Ippon Scissors an essential foraging tool that has an ergonomic grip and a 
strain-reducing design.
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Forage Foam

Forage Foam STRONG
10-31222 - 2/Pack
10-31223 - 4/Pack

10-31220 - 2/Pack
10-31221 - 4/Pack

2 pack (4 pack) – 9" x 4" x 3" Each Brick
The same, reliable feel-good floral foam you love, in a stronger form! Forage Foam STRONG 
holds on tight to the thickest, heaviest stems and branches. Developed with enhanced 
degradability, the 2 pack (4 pack) has just enough florist-grade foam for your project, 
and when you’re done it can be easily discarded. 

2 pack (4 pack) – 9" x 4" x 3" Each Brick
Stems stay put with Forage Foam, exactly where you want them. Developed with enhanced 
degradability, the 2 pack (4 pack) has just enough florist-grade foam for your project, and 
when you’re done it can be easily discarded. 
■ 9" x 4" x 3" bricks scored in 1/3s and 1/2s, can be cut to fit any container
■ Rich brown color blends with stems and is easy to cover up
■  Convenient 2 pack (4 pack) sized just right for your foraging
adventure ■  Just like the pros use, works well with all kinds of flowers
and foliage 
■ Degrades by 75% within 1 year in a biologically active landfill

■ 9" x 4" x 3" bricks scored in 1/3s and 1/2s, can be cut to fit any container
■ Rich brown color blends with stems and is easy to cover up
■ Convenient 2 pack (4 pack) sized just right for your foraging adventure
■ Just like the pros use, can support even the heaviest and thickest stems
■ Degrades by 75% within 1 year in a biologically active landfill
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Forage Stem Wrap 
31-31230 - 1/2ʺ Wide

Forage Spacing Tape 
31-31232 - 1/4ʺ Wide

Forage Anchoring
Tape 
31-31231 - 1/4ʺ WideGreen, 90' Roll/Per Pack, 

1/PK, 8 PK/CS
You can do it! With Stem Wrap 
you CAN easily make your own 
corsage or boutonniere! Gather 
a few snippets of greenery, a few 
focal blooms and get to wrapping. 
Stretchy and waterproof, Stem 
Wrap seals the ends of stems to 
lock in moisture. 

Clear, 90' Roll/Per Pack, 
1/PK, 8 PK/CS
Tired of chasing rogue blooms 
around your vase? With clear Grid 
Tape, a quick tic-tac-toe over the 
vase opening holds stems in place 
with ease, and without any extra 
bulk. Make bouquet building fun 
and effortless! 

Black, 54' Roll/Per Pack, 
1/PK, 8 PK/CS
Strong foundations make for sturdy 
creations. Anchoring tape can be 
used to attach foams, netting and 
more to glass, metal, ceramic or 
plastic containers. 

■ Clean and sleek finish to corsages 
or boutonnieres 
■ Self-sealing tape stretches and 
sticks to itself 
■ Just like the pros use, color won’t 
bleed when wet
■ Rich green color blends naturally 
with stems 

■ Waterproof, sticks to glass, ceramic, 
plastic and metal containers
■ Portable size, tucks easily into a drawer 
or pocket 
■ Clear tape vanishes once you start 
adding stems
■ Belongs in every forager’s toolkit

■ 1/4" wide 54' long roll of waterproof, 
professional grade tape 
■ Put the scissors down. Hand-tearable, 
totally tough tape
■ Jet black color blends seamlessly into 
your creations
■ Sized just right to tuck easily into 
pockets or drawers
■ Leaves no residue when removed

Tapes
&

Wires
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Every tape and wire that
we carry in this line has a
purpose, don’t understand
the purpose? Visit our
website to find out more
information about each
product and how to work
with it.

Create It.

Forage
Mossing Pins
33-31235

Forage Bind Wire
40-31234

Forage Stem Support Wire
33-31236

25 Pins/Pack – 2" length, 1/PK, 20 PK/CS
A staple in any budding foragers tool kit! 
U-shaped steel Greening Pins work well 
to secure mosses, branches, greenery and 
more to your Forage Foam foundation. 
Cover up your foam? No sweat with 
Greening Pins. 

Natural, Black, White Bindwire – 10' Ea Color,
1/PK, 8 PK/CS, 3 CS/MC
How to secure that beautiful bundle of blooms? 
With Bind Wire, of course! Colorfast, paper 
coated wire grips and holds stems where they 
cross. Strong enough to wrap tightly without 
breaking or snapping any soft stems. 

24 Gauge Paddle Wire – 200', 
1/PK, 8 PK/CS, 3 CS/MC
The secret to creating fresh foraged garlands 
and the trick to keeping droopy stems upright, 
all on one roll. Stem Support Wire, a continuous 
roll of green coated 26 gauge steel, is a must 
have for any foraging creation tool kit! 

■ Strong steel construction, presses easily into 
Forage Foam.
■ S-shaped head make them easy to pick up 
and insert
■ A true must-have foraging accessory 
■ Anchors short-stemmed fresh or 
dried materials 
■ 25 pins per pack, plenty for several projects

■ 10' of each color: Black, White and Natural 
■ Black and White colors pop against the stems 
for a decorative look
■ Natural toned bind wire casually blends into 
the stems
■ Bind your bouquets the same way the pros do!

■ 200' roll of strong but pliable green coated steel 
support wire
■ Flat style roll slips easily into a pocket and doesn’t 
roll away from you
■ Wrap along the length of individual stems for 
additional support and security. 
■ Create lush forage garlands of any length by 
continuously wrapping bundles
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Containers

45-22385 - 5ʺ Clay
45-22386 - 5ʺ Sand
45-22387 - 9ʺ Clay
45-22388 - 9ʺ Sand

The 4" Planters and the Geo
Pot (5" and 9") work well with
Forage Foam, but the Stone
planter is a perfect match with
spacing tape. Don’t know how
to use that? Check out our
website for more information.

Create It.

Forage Geo Pot

Neutral Eco Container – 

Want to make a classic compote centerpiece? You got this! We’ll help.
Combine this ideal eco-friendly container with Forage Foam, tape it in
with Anchoring Tape and you’re ready to create! 

5" - 12/CS, 9" - 6/CS, 
5" Sizing dimensions: 
5 1/2" Opening//5" Height//4" Base, 
9" Sizing dimensions: 5 1/4" Opening//9 1/4" Height//3 1/4" Base

■ Looks like ceramic, but lightweight and sturdy
■ Holds 1/2 brick of Foraging Foam
■ Natural look and feel with high end grooved texture
■ 6-8" Opening, 6-10" Height, perfect for table centerpieces
■ Made from renewables including straw, bamboo skin, corn and coffee husks
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Forage 4” Planter 

Forage stone Planter 

45-22380 - Clay
45-22381 - Stone
45-22382 - Sand

45-22383 - 6-1/4" Stone
45-22384 - 7-1/2" Stone
Modern White, Neutral Eco Container – 

Neutral Eco Container – 4" opening//4 1/8" Height//3 1/8" base, 12/CS
Want to make a classic compote centerpiece? You got this! We’ll help. 
Combine this ideal eco-friendly container with Forage Foam, tape it in 
with Anchoring Tape and you’re ready to create! 

Looking to show off your floral creation skills? Forage Urns work best
for showstopping, focal floral creations that need to stand tall. Simply
Grid Tape the top and start adding stems. You got this! 
■ Modern styling of a classic urn shaped container
■ Upright shape, neutral but sophisticated 
■ Stands 6-10" high with an opening of 6-8"
■ Works best with longer-stemmed flowers and branches

■ Looks like ceramic, but lightweight and sturdy
■ Holds 1/2 brick of Foraging Foam
■ Natural look and feel with high end grooved texture
■ Made from renewables including straw, bamboo skin, corn, and coffee husks

6-1/4" - 12/CS, 7-1/2" - 6/CS, 
6 1/4" Sizing dimensions: 6 1/4" Opening//6 1/4" Height//4 3/4" Base,
7 3/4" Sizing dimensions: 7 3/4" Opening//7 3/4" Height//5 7/8" Base 
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